Do you know what applications
employees use on business devices?

Meet our mobile application and admin console

Manage your smartphone in an easy and transparent way

Proget console is an intuitive tool. You can easily
manage the applications on corporate devices
(smartphones or tablets):

Benefits of using Proget

Informations

Technical assistance

Applications

Here you can find all the basic information regarding the application, license
of the end user and the corporate
server to which the device
is connected.

Tab with the most important contact
details. In case of problems, out
consultants will help you to find
a solution.

Control of the applications that can be
downloaded to the device. Ability to
create white and black application
lists and the company store.

Device

News

Files

The most important data on the
device. We can check system version,
battery status, engage, network
connection and current profiles.

List of news received from the administrators. The list also features alert
messages that can be send in case of
emergency.

File manager. Used for browsing files
which were shared by the administrator.

distributing own applications
creating white and black application lists
corporate app store
blocking unwanted applications, e.g. Facebook,
YouTube

Did you know that devices assigned to
the Proget system are resistant to theft of
data due to device loss?
In addition, it is possible to control the functions of
the device, delete company data from the
smartphone or tablet, as well as deleting all data.

Learn what you can gain!

Is the data in your company secure?

Regardless to device model and operating system company data is protected by Proget. System gives full
control over the fleet of smartphones or tablets. Smart and friendly admin console allow to reset the
password or remove data remotely.

Check and see that security feet of Android, iOS
and Windows devices. It does not have to be complicated.

The variety of security features and extensive settings options ensure peace and a sense of proper control
in any enterprise. In addition, Proget o er 30-days trial with wide range functionality and full product
documentation.

As the experts in mobile devices security, we recommend to treat company
smartphones and tablets with the same attention as company computers. Most often,
devices contain confidential and sensitive information (e-mails, contacts, etc.).
Together with the best cyber security engineers, we have created Proget system
to secure companies data.

Try Proget platform.
Contact us for 30-days free trial.

Key features of Proget solution

Control device features

Integration
If integration with unusual system or service is required (SIEM, DLP, ERP, CRM and others), the R&D department will
determine if the implementation is technically available, what is a real implementation time. Administrator`s console
modifications, new functionalities, information, reports and platform matching are also performed for needs and
expectations of the company.

progetsoftware.com

When a company’s device becomes subject to security policies in accordance with the company’s
requirements. Through the system, it is possible to control all functions of the device.

Geolocation
The location of the devices is available in several modes: forcing, interval, in motion, along with
additional configuration options, including time frames.

Data encryption
We encrypt data with the use of cryptographic algorithms with the highest standard and thanks
to the security updates the system is resistant to any vulnerabilities.

Remote wipe
Allows to clear the entire memory of the device or just the company data, which ensures the
protection of sensitive data against third parties.

Control applications

Android Enterprise

Samsung KNOX

The possibility of using a private device for
business purposes

Management, storage and protection of
confidential data

Protection of private data

Advanced hardware and software protection

The possibility of preparing a full business
facilities

Integration with Knox Mobile Enrollment

Integration with Android Zero-Touch

Samsung Enterprise FOTA (E-FOTA)

Apple DEP and VPP

Control operating system updates on the
devices

Fast, automatic enrollment of devices

Opportunity to test updates before deploying

Full control over devices

them

Easy management of application licenses

Automatic distribution of business applications

Control of the applications that can be downloaded to the device. Ability to distributing, create
white and black application lists and the company store.

Corporate standard
We integrate business services, such as e-mail, calendar, browser, but we also provide extended
functionalities, such as file sharing, file access, VPN, intranet and many other tools.

Do you want to see how does Proget work?
Make an appointment and test Proget! Contact us to arrange the details.

Meet Proget platform

Remote desktop
Allows to get remote access to mobile devices, which greatly improves problem-solving by the IT
Department.

PROGET
Expansion and adjustments
Proget is not just a complete platform, it is a framework which we use for customization. We can
provide you with software tailored to your needs, so that each detail suits your vision.
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Power of mobile security

